Grille
Ceilings & Walls

Grille panels are excellent visual design elements for great-looking ceilings and walls. Grille ceiling installation is easy using our attachment clip system to 15/16" HD T-Bar grid, and both backered and doweled panels are 100% accessible. Wall panel direct attach installation is also very easy with screws. Standard rail dimensions and spacings are available on our website. Grilles can be stained to match a control sample and perimeter trim options are available. The system offers design flexibility with five grille styles available. Grilles may be paired with acoustical liner for enhanced acoustics.

FEATURES

APPEARANCE & COLOR
Available in solid wood & veneer in the species shown below*
Five styles available: Backer, Backer and Dowel, Dowel, Notched Backer, and Tegular Lay-in
Backers and doweled are solid wood painted black as standard
Rail options: solid wood or veneer; on edge or laid flat
FSC available
May contribute to LEED® projects
FINISHES: Clear lacquer top coat, Class-A varnish, or stained to match

CORE
Available core materials:
Solid Wood
Particle Board or MDF
Class A Fire Rated Particle Board or MDF

ACOUSTICAL ABSORPTION
NRC varies based on rail and reveal dimension
Optional features for sound control:
Acoustical backer available in 1" and 2"

WOOD SPECIES

*Natural wood products vary in color and grain. Due to differences in printing, actual color may differ from images above.
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